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  CUSTOM METAL FABRICATION SERVICES
Boss Precision has been providing the transportation, medical, construction, communications and consumer equipment industries with custom metal fabrication services since 1988. Our professionally trained and highly experienced staff excels at developing quality solutions for any customer request. Contact us to learn how we can meet your custom metal fabrication needs.
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  Programming & Design

Our highly trained and experienced engineers excel at taking parts from concept to production. We’ll work with you to improve current designs and turn new ideas into prototypes.
We’re committed to using the latest available CAD/CAM and SolidWorks software. This technology, along with our manufacturing design expertise, allows us to increase efficiency in order to save time, lower costs and improve quality.
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  Sheet Metal
We can provide parts and assemblies to your custom specifications in sizes ranging from the tiniest detail parts to full sheet products. From simple brackets to complex assemblies, we have a wide variety of fabrication methods available.
Our skilled team of grinders and  finishers are capable of providing a variety of cosmetic  finishes. Our assembly department is well equipped to handle most variations of hardware available to meet the demands of our diverse customers.
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  Welding
Our welding staff  features GMAW, GTAW and FCAW welding capabilities. Whether your job requires a simple spot weld or a complicated weldment, we have the capability and capacity to meet your needs. Our certified welders are experienced in welding complex assemblies to the most exact specifications.
We are staffed with a CWI onsite and are able to provide certifications for most applications as well as qualify welders and processes when required.
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  Machining
We have the comprehensive machining capabilities and solution-focused approach needed to get your job done right.
Our CNC machines are capable of performing many labor-intensive operations with extreme accuracy and consistency. Whether you have a low-volume one-off  job or a large production run, our trained staff of operators and programmers ensures each job receives the same focused attention to detail and precision.
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